Across-The-Board Water
Reductions Make
No Sense for
Public Water
Systems

By Elmer Ronnebaum, KRWA General Manager

S

everal recent proposals by
Regional advisory Committees
(RaCs), formerly the basin
advisory committees as were
established under the Kansas Water
Plan, have shown a desire to make
across-the-board reductions of water
use by municipal water users in parts
of Kansas. While conservation, good
stewardship or sustainability goals
sound appropriate and proper, the
reality of requiring less water use
across-the-board by cities and rural
water districts is unfair, uneconomical,
anti-growth – and it is unnecessary.

Municipal water users (cities, rural
water districts, mobile home parks,
etc.) already have water conservation
measures in place. Guidelines to
develop state-approved water
conservation plans have been in place
since 1986, and have been updated
twice since then. nearly every public
water supply system in Kansas has
adopted a state-approved water
conservation plan.
Water use by cities and rural water
districts, measured in gallons per capita
per day (GPCD), have been measured
since 1987. Kansas public water supply
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systems are concerned when they find
themselves above the regional GPCD
average and in most cases strive to
reduce their higher than average use on
their own or with help from
consultants.

Water systems are not
"wasting" water!

Thanks to funding through the state
Water Plan and Clean Drinking Water
fee, as well as UsDa Rural
Development Circuit Rider programs,
the Kansas Rural Water association
(KRWa) has conducted 1, 660 water
loss surveys since June 1991,
locating and helping correct water
loss. Graphic 2 shows the results of
those efforts. The Kansas Water
Office has targeted assistance to
those systems that have 30 percent
or higher unaccounted for water.
forcing public water systems to
“use” less water by mandating
higher costs to their customers or
through some other regressive
measures may drive more
individuals to drill domestic wells
(where that is possible) and/or use
water from domestic wells for all of
their water needs. The quantity and
quality of that "unaccounted use"
would be unregulated and would not
reduce actual use. and it could have
negative health impacts on those

users shifting to private, domestic wells
that do not meet drinking water quality
standards.
a significant amount of water “used”
by municipal water systems that have
surface water sources, especially in
eastern Kansas, just passes through the
system before being treated and
returned to the river. Water “used” for
bathing, washing, cooking, etc. is
disposed in the wastewater collection
system where it ultimately is treated
and returned to the source, often at a
higher quality than the water in the
receiving stream. Probably less than
half of the water used in these types of
water systems is used in a way that is
not returned to the river.
Mandated reduction in water use in
many eastern Kansas public water
supplies would only result in the water
flowing to Missouri or Oklahoma
along with the river flows. also
mandated reduction in water use in the
Ogallala aquifer would only result in
an insignificant effect on the aquifer.
Residential use is not the reason that
the Ogallala aquifer is being depleted.
for further reading on this topic, see
the article "Water Use Reduction:
Unnecessary and Costly" by Pat
McCool on pp. 16-20, July 2015, The
Kansas Lifeline, Web link:
http://krwa.net/portals/krwa/lifeline/15
07/016.pdf.

Reduction of Gallons Per Capita
Per Day
also many public water systems
have reduced their gallons per capita
per day (GPCD) significantly (from
five to twenty percent) in the last 16
years due to: 1) higher water rates;
2) less residential irrigation; 3) water
saving plumbing fixtures and
appliances; 4) conscious efforts by
individual citizens.
according to the Kansas Department
of agriculture, irrigation accounts for
approximately 85 percent of the water
consumed in Kansas. Municipal water
use accounts for approximately ten
percent. KRWa staff doubt that this ten
percent takes into account water
returned directly to the original source.

Graphic 2

nor does it take into account that most
of this water use is from sustainable
sources. in reality the ten percent for
municipal use is likely somewhat

In reality the ten
percent for municipal
use is likely somewhat
overstated.

overstated. see Graphic 1 for a
breakdown of general water use by
category. The Division of Water
Resources, Kansas Board of
agriculture, also tracks water used for
contamination remediation and
hydraulic dredging. These amounts are
not shown in Graphic 2 but represent
as much use as recreation and stock
watering. also, note that remediation
water is groundwater taken from the
aquifer and not returned to the
groundwater ("consumptive" use like
municipal and irrigation groundwater
use) and hydraulic dredging is not good
quality water and is not returned to the
lake or downstream ("consumptive"
use).

spending additional time and money
to squeeze more water “savings” out of
Kansas public water supply systems is
misguided and shortsighted. no
municipal water systems intentionally
waste water. Most are actively trying to
be good stewards and to conserve their
important water sources. Wasted water
costs money! an unfounded declaration
to conserve an additional ten percent, or
even 25 percent, of the municipal water
“use” would have very little significant
effect on the overall water supply in
Kansas.
a final point. if there are laws,
regulations, or mandates to reduce water,
will the state of Kansas be enforcing the
mandates on public water systems or
will the state be enforcing the mandates
on individual, residential customers?
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